This is a short paper. Moreover, and given the multi-disciplinary nature of the conference and the varying backgrounds and expertise of those in attendance, it is not at all technical. To make a short paper even shorter, my suggestion is a simple one. Elder law in Canada is undoubtedly making progress particularly in addressing the need for statutory and regulatory regimes to offer sensible procedures and real protections to older adults in matters such as substitute decision-making and rights and obligations in public and private residential facilities. Overall, however, I would suggest that the progress of elder law is slow. One problem is that the legal profession has yet to come to a view as to whether this is indeed a ‘legitimate’ area of law or merely a marketing opportunity. I would suggest that it is critical that elder law do more to capture the imagination of the legal profession, and engage practitioners more fully in this area of law. Towards that end, I believe that it is important to identify a core set of values over time and to construct a conventional conceptual framework in which to develop doctrine. I believe this would assist in meeting the objections that one hears from practitioners and others. For my part, I have a small suggestion that is probably an obvious one. I would suggest that dignity is and should be an important part of this framework. Despite legitimate criticisms of its limitations as a decision-making criterion in individual cases, it enjoys broad support as a meaningful standard especially amongst older adults. It is already at the core of many individual parts of an elder law practice, particularly treatment of unjustified age-related discrimination. The challenge, then, is to develop it more fully.

**Introduction**

Elder law is a new subject on the curricula for Canadian law schools and is attempting to establish a foot hold in the legal profession. Some lawyers now market themselves as
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‘elder law practitioners’, usually as a complement to advertised practice in other traditional areas. They practice in areas such as wills and estate planning and litigation, health law, and in general practice. They appear before the civil courts and more specialized administrative tribunals such as the Consent and Capacity Board. The work might involve a practitioners building substantial expertise in substitute decision-making, informal advocacy for placement in an appropriate health care facility or to receive appropriate health-related supports, or dealing with the aftermath of physical and financial exploitation. Elder law focussed conferences, such as this one, have been held at which a variety of legal issues are discussed. The excellent papers completed for the Law Commission of Ontario by Margaret Hall, Charmaine Spencer, and Lisa Romano and Jane Meadus on behalf of the Advocacy Centre for the Elderly are meticulously researched and detailed accounts of some of the most salient issues facing older adults and the fact the LCO commissioned such outstanding research is itself significant. All of these are positive and encouraging developments.

And yet the progress of elder law is slow. For my part, and based admittedly on my subjective impressions and principally in a large part of the province in which small firms and sole practitioners predominate, I am not at all convinced that the legal profession accepts elder law as anything more than a new marketing platform to entice older adults to retain particular law firms to as a means to portray the firm in question as one associated with social justice issues. I don’t intend to criticize lawyers for failing their profession or the community in some way. Rather, elder law as subject of law has failed to spark the imagination of the general membership of the profession thus far, and, in that respect, the progress of elder law remains somewhat disappointing. These are precisely the practitioners that are best situated to offer advice to older adults and to contribute to policy-making based on their experiences with clients.

Indeed, it seems odd that one question still asked with equal vigour in Canada and elsewhere is whether elder law is an ‘area of law’ in the conventional sense of that term at all, or ‘merely’ an area of legal practice. The ‘merely’ isn’t pejorative, the question isn’t
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inappropriate, and those that ask it should not be regarded as cynics. The usual answer is something along the lines of ‘well, it doesn’t really matter does it? The interests of those affected are important and we ought not concern ourselves with abstract points.’ While partially true (the interests of older adults are unquestionably important) this answer isn’t really satisfying and I think that such an attitude slows the acceptance and evolution of elder law to a very large extent. Certainly it leads to at least two objections.

The first objection, to employ some language that features in constitutional analysis, is that the principles that that are said to be at the heart of this area are insufficiently distinct and are not so well regarded as there might be an informed legal debate about how the law should develop. This objection might be said to be one of conceptual or institutional integrity; elder law is too fuzzy, and vague law undermines what we call ‘fundamental justice’ or the ‘rule of law’. This is a serious objection when made by lawyers.

The second objection follows naturally from the first and is both pragmatic and the more powerful for its pragmatism. If indeed elder law has not yet coalesced around articulable principles that are sufficiently clear to elevate the debate to one of law rather than something else, is ‘elder law’ merely an exercise in special pleading? The objection is one relating to fairness and valid claims on scarce resources; that elder law is less about principle and more about elevating the claims of a chosen group (in this case, older adults) to a larger share of public attention and resources than is warranted at the expense of another less fortunate group (not older adults). Those that think that younger adults do not recognize the resource implications of an elder law agenda are, in my opinion, wrong. I teach law students who are principally in the mid-twenties, regularly make presentations on these issues to high school and post-secondary school students, and present seminars to professional and the general public on elder law issues. Aside from questions of abuse and neglect, it’s not my experience at all that entitlements to resources are a given. Younger adults are well aware that resources dedicated to one age cohort are not available to another. Young adults suspect that dollars put into seniors’ centres are the same dollars not placed into lowering university and college tuition. Whether this is accurate, in my opinion, is less important than the reality that budgetary constraints cause everyone to reflect on priorities for the expenditure of public funds. If older adults are to be able to claim as of right, and through law, a share of
public attention and resources that is greater than enjoyed presently, a case has to be
made, it has to be principled, and it has to be persuasive.

Clearly one can’t merely wave one’s hands at these objections and hope for them to go
away merely on some dictum like ‘older adults are important too’. If elder law is to move
forward, it must meet these objections with if not precise answers then at least with a
framework for analysis that puts the area on a more conventional footing and provides
the necessary room for ‘informed debate’.

I don’t pretend for a moment that the question of the nature of elder law has not been
considered by others, and indeed there is growing scholarly activity that will almost
certainly offer more cogent insights than some of the meagre thoughts that I might offer
in this short paper. Equally I don’t suggest that elder law arises on merely one principle
or policy interest; like any area of law, the foundational values may be varied but inter-
connected and it our task to identify individual elements that can feature in the analysis.
On the other hand, some degree of simplicity would be beneficial in two respects, to
promote the area amongst the legal profession and to make the law meaningful and
accessible to the public generally.

Elder law needs a flag for its supporters to rally around.

**Dignity**

I would suggest that two propositions are useful from the outset in thinking about elder
law and at least help to begin an analysis. The first is an obvious one; that aging does
not operate to lessen a person’s rights, freedoms, or responsibilities in law necessarily.
Age and aging may certainly be relevant in how rights, freedoms, or responsibilities are
articulated or understood in a given context but neither age or aging *diminishes* one’s
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status as a matter of law. If elder law is to exist without parasitic reliance on other areas, this assists at least in dividing conceptually those legal and policy issues that may account for age or aging and necessarily fall to elder law and those that do not; but of course that may be easier said than done. Thus, for example, an older adult may marry and divorce. Aging may become relevant in the determination of whether a form of marriage entered into by an older adult is valid itself and which becomes relevant thereafter for the purposes of the automatic revocation of an existing Will. Does the legal issue fall within elder law, family law, contract law, or succession law conceptually? It’s not apparent what the answer ought to be. Certainly Parliament designed the matrimonial law regime, a provincial legislature acted to apportion property rights upon the termination of the relationship by death or separation and the consequences of the fact of the new marriage for the purposes of succession law, and a court may have something to say about the matter through some common law or equitable doctrine. If, as I suggest, elder law involves only issues that spring necessarily from aging alone and necessarily only involve interests that are implicated from aging alone, then its principles (if sufficiently developed) may help to determine where this question lies and how doctrine in areas that are ‘not elder law’ may take account for aging issues in a principled way.

The second proposition is one that seems to me to be equally obvious, but to my mind it is strangely provocative. Moreover, in making the point I apologize if I depart from the conventions of pure academic legal analysis by which one avoids the inclusion of personal views or experience. If academics were as important as judges, we might at least claim the high ground and say that our own personal experiences are necessarily a part of our appreciation of the law in a given set of facts. In my life as a practising lawyer, my clients who are older adults are of two specific types, mentally capable of making important decisions (whether that capacity fluctuates or not, whether that capacity is consistent or not), and, those that are not so capable. The distinction is hugely significant as incapacity raises gives rise to a host of special vulnerabilities. Even in respect of fully capable individuals, I suggest that there are general vulnerabilities that increase with age and, for my part, I suggest that it would be counter-productive for the law to deny the significance of age-related vulnerabilities. Indeed, my clients often appear annoyed that state actors like the Public Guardian and Trustee or the police don’t
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more vigorously protect older adults who are vulnerable to exploitation and neglect and don’t start from the proposition that this group is more vulnerable because of aging. This is very much a value judgement; not a judgement that older adults are less fully autonomous actors necessarily, but deserve the law’s protections and accommodations that arise from vulnerabilities tied to aging certainly. In my view, elder law proceeds directly from the law’s account for those general and special vulnerabilities. This is not to say that elder law necessarily descends into some sort of *parens patriae* equitable jurisdiction designed to protect older adults from themselves; this would be to assume inability to act autonomously and narrow the potential scope of elder law unnecessarily.

At the 3rd Annual Canadian Conference on Elder Law held in 2007, no less a person than Chief Justice McLachlin presented a paper in which her Honour discussed aspects of elder law.Obviously, the very fact that the Chief Justice of Canada presented a paper on the importance of elder law is good evidence both of its existence as an area of practice and policy concern and the importance of coming to grips with the subject as a matter of legal principle. More to the point though, McLachlin C.J. said some significant things; she spoke of three interests bordering on ‘entitlements’ (that is, ‘rights’ and ‘freedoms’ to use some familiar language): freedom from unjustifiable discrimination based upon age, security against abuse, and the provision of adequate care and support to preserve and enhance individual independence and autonomy. Her Honour wrote:

> Every person, regardless of age, is entitled to live in dignity, free from discrimination and abuse. Every person, regardless of age, is entitled to live in security. And every person, regardless of age, is entitled to make their own choices and to remain autonomous and independent to the maximum degree possible. The law has an important role to play in ensuring that the fundamental principles of dignity, security and autonomy are translated into the reality of the lives of our elder citizens.

May I suggest that of the phrase *dignity, security and autonomy*, one element stands out as different from the others. Certainly security and autonomy are familiar goals of law; they represent at least two important interests that can indeed become rights dependant on context. Sometime we qualify or elevate one or other of the interests, or both;
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‘security of the person’ is a Charter-protected interest. ‘Autonomy’ is at the heart of criminal law, civil wrongs, and contract. Dignity, on the other hand, is different.

The theme of this conference is anti-ageism; that is to say, equality of treatment for older adults absent justifiable discrimination based on age. It is trite law in Canada that human dignity is a core value in the protection against unequal treatment as contemplated by the Charter and unjustifiable discrimination on the basis of age was accepted from early on in equality cases. After reviewing the jurisprudence linking equality with dignity and such values as ‘concern, respect and consideration,’ Justice Iacobucci held in Law:

What is human dignity? There can be different conceptions of what human dignity means. For the purpose of analysis under s. 15(1) of the Charter, however, the jurisprudence of this Court reflects a specific, albeit non-exhaustive, definition. As noted by Lamer C.J. in Rodriguez v. British Columbia (Attorney General), [1993] 3 S.C.R. 519, at p. 554, the equality guarantee in s. 15(1) is concerned with the realization of personal autonomy and self-determination. Human dignity means that an individual or group feels self-respect and self-worth. It is concerned with physical and psychological integrity and empowerment. Human dignity is harmed by unfair treatment premised upon personal traits or circumstances which do not relate to individual needs, capacities, or merits. It is enhanced by laws which are sensitive to the needs, capacities, and merits of different individuals, taking into account the context underlying their differences. Human dignity is harmed when individuals and groups are marginalized, ignored, or devalued, and is enhanced when laws recognize the full place of all individuals and groups within Canadian society. Human dignity within the meaning of the equality guarantee does not relate to the status or position of an individual in society per se, but rather concerns the manner in which a person legitimately feels when confronted with a particular law. Does the law treat him or her unfairly, taking into account all of the circumstances regarding the individuals affected and excluded by the law?

I would suggest that dignity has not been captured by the equality rights provisions of the Charter such that its principal features - ‘the realization of personal autonomy and self-determination… self-respect and self-worth’ - are important values only for the purposes of s.15. Certainly dignity as a Charter value makes its presence known in the
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jurisprudence respecting freedom of conscience and religion, freedom of expression, freedom of association, the right to vote, mobility rights, the right to liberty and security of the person and the construction of limitations thereof in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice, the right to be secure from unreasonable search and seizure, the right against self-incrimination and protection from cruel and unusual punishment. In all of these areas human dignity as a legal value has been identified with a specific right or freedom. I hope that readers will forgive me for not setting out a detailed treatment of dignity in each of these areas; indeed I would suggest that nothing much would really come from such a presentation given that dignity is bound up in each and every case with the specific right or freedom at issue without revealing a 'golden thread' that can extend effortlessly and elegantly into elder law.

On the other hand, that dignity is referenced extensively in the Charter jurisprudence is hardly surprising; use of dignity as a 'supreme' constitutional value is mirrored in other evolved legal systems. Outside national constitutions, dignity is central as an international human rights norm. The term appears five times in the Universal Declaration on Human Rights and permeates international and regional human rights instruments. Given the need for contextual attenuation of dignity, some dismiss human dignity concepts. Freedom of religion flows from dignity concepts. Freedom of expression engages 'self-fulfilment and self-actualization' and the inherent dignity of the individual. The right to vote, mobility rights, and the right to be secure from unreasonable search and seizure, the right against self-incrimination, and protection from cruel and unusual punishment.
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dignity in the legal context as a ‘mere rhetorical device’ or worse. Yet that dignity is such powerful rhetoric is telling. Dignity is a concept that resonates in the public consciousness even if some deride its imprecision and its inability to be used as a predictable legal standard in individual cases. In other words, it’s useful because people regard its elegant simplicity as particularly appropriate notwithstanding that it requires careful contextualization. It’s useful because it speaks to commonly shared values, with the capacity to cross cultures and legal systems. We might do better to understand and protect dignity as a legal value rather than jettisoning it for the familiar comforts of either discretionary decision-making by courts or tribunals or less rhetorically-rich concepts like ‘autonomy’ that somehow we regard as less prone to intellectual corruption.

Dignity and Older Adults
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the scope of this paper to attempt a review. However, I would suggest that it is generally accepted that dignity is a form of short-hand that operates to identify those values in a given culture and at a given time relative to the innate importance of the individual and the extent to which his or her individual worth and esteem are valued. It's no accident that out of the ashes of a Europe almost fully destroyed in the Second World War that human dignity emerged as the foundational value of our modern human rights movement; dignity speaks to the importance of the individual and the rights and obligations of others and the state flowing from an individual's very humanity in a way that is a complete answer to Nazi Germany. Rather than regard dignity as more than of symbolic importance, one might equally regard such formalistic criticism as sidestepping matters of principle for simple solutions.

In a recent journal article that masterfully surveys the history of dignity in the history of ideas through its inclusion in contemporary human rights jurisprudence, Professor Christopher McCrudden writes that dignity is so commonplace a term within international and national discourse that it is difficult to isolate an irreducible core that exists without necessary contextual attenuation. However, he writes of dignity's core features:

This basic minimum content seems to have at least three elements. The first is that every human being possesses an intrinsic worth, merely by being human. The second is that this intrinsic worth should be recognized and respected by others, and some forms of treatment by others are inconsistent with, or required by, respect for this intrinsic worth. The first element is what might be called the ‘ontological’ claim; the second might be called the ‘relational’ claim. This minimum core of the meaning of human dignity seems to be confirmed both by... the historical roots of dignity, and by the ways in which it has been incorporated into... human rights texts... The human rights texts have gone further and supplemented the relational element of the minimum core by supplying a third element regarding the relationship between the state and the individual. This is the claim that recognizing the intrinsic worth of the individual requires that the state should be seen to exist for the sake of the individual human being, and not vice versa (the limited-state claim).


For elder law, then, dignity assists in evaluating the claims of the older adult as they proceed from entitlements bound up with intrinsic work, obligations founded upon respect, and responsibilities on the state to reasonably facilitate and not ignore these corresponding rights and obligations. The individual certainly has obligations to the state that continue regardless of age, but age may well cast obligations on the state to account for the interests of older adults that proceed from ageing as a part of human dignity.

The difficulty with dignity is that it tells us little on its own as to the nature of the individual’s dignity interest to others nor to himself or herself. The fact that we live in an age cynical of high-sounding principles and more apt to gravitate to higher virtues of economic efficiency as a matter of legal values does not make matters any easier; the influence of the law-and-economics and legal realist movements lead to a certain discomfort with older conceptions of rights. Perhaps it is easiest, then, to separate the objective and subjective conceptions of dignity somewhat and term the objective aspect of dignity ‘respect’ and the subjective aspect ‘autonomy’. Dignity as respect speaks to the intrinsic worth of a person as a person, or, perhaps slightly differently, protection against degradation of one’s personhood, one’s value as a person. I realize that these are abstract concepts but I would suggest that their meanings are clear enough. If we accept a classically Kantian model such that a person is deserving of respect arising from his or her humanity alone, respect from other connotes a bar on actions which degrade personhood: intrusion on privacy and exploitation of vulnerabilities flowing from incapacity would be direct examples. Dignity as autonomy speaks to the ability of a person to control his or her own identity and implicates self-worth. Autonomy and independence are central concepts for how our law views individual responsibility and the state’s proper role in sanctioning conduct or limiting interference with a person’s choices and his or her independence: negative stereotyping and ageism and bars to participation in activities would be examples.

I would suggest that this approach to dignity is of utility as it accords with actual expectations; that is expectations of older adults and others respecting objective respect and subjective conceptions of self-worth and obligations to assert rights. There is a nice but large literature in the applied health sciences dealing with conceptions of dignity by
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older adults. This literature tends to be directed at those dealing with older adults in institutional settings or those that support older adults through programs and institutions. In these settings, health care providers have created data to assist in structuring programming to facilitate what their patients or clients regard as a ‘dignified’ existence; that is, their own subjective conceptions of how dignity applies to their lives and situations (but not how disputes should be resolved using some dignity standard). One 2004 American study\textsuperscript{31} is of assistance. Using focus groups, the researchers investigated how ‘dignity’ featured in respect of desired or undesired behaviour, acceptable or unacceptable modes of conduct. While dignity might be difficult to define as a philosophical or legal concept, it is much easier to deal with in terms of such conduct-related investigations. To the participants in the study, dignity meant actions that furthered self-respect and ensured consideration was shown by others in behaviour and communication with older adults. The American study sits very well with a British study published the same year.\textsuperscript{32} Again data was gathered consistent with preservation of one’s own self-esteem and self-respect, preservation of autonomy and independence, and protection from others in respect of one’s natural vulnerabilities tied to aging.

The implications for the law, I suggest, are helpful. If we regard law as the mechanism for giving effect to important social policy, then elder law can be seen as the vehicle to give effect to policies that foster objective respect and subjective autonomy that arise in contexts in which aging is necessarily implicated. That is to say, not merely those situations where state or private actors negatively affect the interests of older adults but situations in which older adults might reasonably make demands for positive assistance in vindicating rights or facilitating freedoms from public actors. Discrimination based on age that is unjustifiable is one aspect of such an exercise, but so too are other areas of legal treatment. These studies, and others,\textsuperscript{33} provides one part of the context, that elder


law might usefully focus on how others should be respectful of an older adult and how an older adult's autonomy and self-worth might feature in this area of law.

Creating a Structure for Elder Law

In my teaching in traditional areas of law, criminal law or trusts say, my students and I have a fairly easy time of it. The law in each of these areas has a defined, if not refined, structure. A set of institutional policies guide the development of individual rules. The larger issues of policy have usually long been resolved, although of course new issues always arise that require attention. Elder law is not in the same category at all or at least not yet. At present, there are few good teaching texts. In America, the books that are available are collections of statutes and cases that deal with a series of different problems linked to a large extent by eligibility for government or private benefits. Ann Soden’s book, *Advising the Older Client*, usefully features chapters on a variety of issues including ethics and professional responsibility, case management, substitute decision-making, consent and capacity issues, discrimination, and family law issues by experts in these fields (many of whom are presenting at and/or attending this conference). Notwithstanding the utility of these individual works, and I intend no disrespect to any of the authors or editors in any way, what lacks still in the law itself is an over-arching structure that will lead at some point to the sort of structural cohesion that is found in more traditionally accepted subjects of law.

In my life as a practising lawyer or volunteer with organizations and charities devoted to older adults, I habitually come into contact with systems and bureaucracies that accept that older adults face challenges. Endless meetings are held in health networks or programs to raise awareness of issues like elder abuse and neglect; thus far, in my experience, I have yet to see adequate resources made available in programming or the creation of infrastructure to address these identified needs properly. The policy-makers, those balancing budgets, those professionals that must identify policy priorities, and
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philanthropists in the community have yet to create the conditions on the ground that are reflective of the supposed societal commitment to the interests of older adults that I hear so much about in policy statements.

Clearly the law is under pressure, that is certainly only to intensify, to take greater account of the rights and obligations of older adults and others and the state in respect of older adults. Part of my reasons for presenting this as a short paper discussing basic considerations is to do away with any pretence that elder law has in fact a precise framework and set of guiding principles that are somehow already in place, just awaiting some elegant reconfiguration in the way that a trust can apparently lack beneficiaries but the words of the settlement can be cleverly to reveal a precise beneficial class can be immediately populated by ascertained individuals. This sort of magical transformation by reasoning alone would not seem in elder law’s immediate future. No amount monkey-like researchers labouring away in any number of well appointed libraries can deduce the structure of the law merely from existing sources; that would be a sort of perverse formalism that I would not think very likely to succeed. Like a house, this structure must be planned and built. Like a house, the process involves many people not the least of whom is the person who intends to live in it upon completion. The core need for elder law is not detailed regulations respecting criteria for apportioning scarce long-term care places or cleaner procedures for contested guardianship applications (although both would be welcomed), but for a greater sense of what is at stake for the older adult which then guides the law’s development of individually interests both at a level of public law and private law.

If we put at the centre of our attention the older adult, then it is reasonable to say that there needs to be an ongoing and evolving evaluation of public policy in respect of such a person. That is to say, a multi-disciplinary investigation and a transparent democratic dialogue in respect of the place of such an individual in society. Children’s law exists as we accept certain propositions dealing with the social importance of protecting children. Disability law exists as we accept certain propositions dealing with the entitlement of disabled people to reasonable accommodation. Elder law, I suggest, needs to take greater account of the dignity of older adults.
I would suggest that part of the way forward is to recognize that taking account of the dignity interests of older adults may have some impact on well established areas of law; not to change fundamental tenets, but to create a principled set of social expectations that can be used to develop doctrine. I made passing mentioning above to the well known case of *Banton v Banton*. An elderly testator married when his mental capacity was disputed. The marriage had the effect of revoking his existing Will. A dispute arose following his death that required a judge to determine if the marriage was valid and if the Will was indeed automatically revoked under the provincial succession statute in consequence. This presented a conventional problem; a narrow and technical issue capable of resolution through traditional tools: capacity to marry, capacity to make and revoke a Will, the application of the equitable doctrine of undue influence, and perhaps more wide ranging equitable doctrine bound up with relief against unconscionable dealing or the protection of vulnerable persons based on the historical standard of conscience. At a broader level, however, the case involves the issue of apparently ‘predatory marriages’ between older adults and caregivers or people involved in personal care.\(^\text{36}\) Within the Wills question lurks one of a conduct-based wrong, something short of breach of fiduciary duty that may allow for relief. At that broader level, it is also necessary to differentiate between predatory marriages in which a younger or more capable person takes advantage of an older adult, and what might be thought of as a more traditional form of predation that seems less socially offensive - reverse predatory marriages, or, more conventionally, marriages in which the wealthier older adult arranges for the care and attention of a younger adult based on the expectation of inheritance or immediate gifts (which the law has long fostered).\(^\text{37}\) In what way does the law characterize the vulnerability of the older adult as deserving of protection against exploitation and the freedom of the older adult to exploit another by virtue of his or her


\(^{37}\) ‘It is one of the painful consequences of extreme old age that it ceases to excite interest, and [one] is apt to be left solitary and neglected. The control which the law still gives to a man over the disposal of his property, is one of the most efficient means which he has in protracted life to command the attentions due to his infirmities. The will of such an aged man ought to be regarded with great tenderness, when it appears not to have been procured by fraudulent arts, but contains those very dispositions, which the circumstances of his situation, and the course of the natural affections, dictated;’ *Van Alst v. Hunter*, 5 Johns.Ch. 148 (N.Y.Ch. 1821), approved in *Banks v. Goodfellow* [1870] 5 Q.B. 549.
financial resources? The answer is far from clear and the jurisprudence on point is good evidence for the truth of that proposition.

I will resist what Lord Goff once described as the ‘temptation of the elegant solution’.\textsuperscript{38} The point that I have tried to make at least in part is that the law and lawyers would do well to think holistically about older adults and take a account of broader interests that I suggest should include dignity as a legal value. In the Banton case, the backdrop that made the question between the litigants important has nothing whatsoever to do with the interest of older adults in forming intimate relationships despite problems or challenges of physical capacity but the prevention of what appeared to be financial exploitation that was worked not through an independent wrong of Mrs Banton but rather through the operation of law in respect of a rule that predated but found form in the first British Wills legislation enacted in 1837. The reasons for the rule are not important; surely the rule made sense in 1837 and spoke to valid social policies. Like many such rules, the law has tried through the intervening years to offer rationalisations that might fit more contemporary circumstances; sometimes even successfully, but probably not in respect of this particular rule.\textsuperscript{39} Should Mr Banton’s marriage be considered valid and his Will revoked? Perhaps the better approach would be to separate the questions completely and consider the nature of the public interest inherent in each. John Rawls wrote that our ‘sense of justice’\textsuperscript{40} goes beyond just the mere correct application of law to include some sense of a fair or just result. Self-respect and self-esteem, in my view at any rate, require that we respect the autonomous decisions of an older adult to form intimate relationships unless it can be demonstrated quite clearly that the person in question is incapable of comprehending the nature of that relationship; autonomy is implicated, is presumed, and we might (consistent with the attitudes shown in the studies) look to support a sort of moral integrity by which an older adult acts to maintain his or her own interest in self-esteem, self-worth, and a dignified existence. At the same time, we remain concerned with the potentially ‘predatory’ behaviour of others. Dignity necessitates a ‘relational claim’ that requires the law limit circumstances that would lead others to undermine the exercise of the right to marry with the conditions of exploitation. The vulnerability of Mr
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Banton to exploitation doesn’t arise from his incapable state but from the law’s automated revocation of his Will based on 18th century succession doctrine. The point of raising dignity is not to force a choice upon the trial judge based on admittedly difficult principles but rather to force the law and its actors to take stock of the wider picture and its implications.

The context in *Banton v Banton* is quite narrow; certainly a better accounting of the interests of older adults would help to shape doctrine. I emphasize that I do not invoke dignity as some sort of self-executing principle that might be called upon by the parties any more than the parties might simply say to the judge that a judgement in his or her favour would be more ‘just’ than finding for the opposing side. Rather, I would suggest that an analysis that admits of a view of the older adult as an autonomous agent and tests the limits of that autonomy involving an inquiry that involves values bound up with dignity would open the door to a structure for elder law that would be more pleasing that its present state. While I have not gone through every section of the Charter that has been held to involve a protection of dignity in detail nor attempted to set out the many legal and equitable doctrines that have been held to be bound up with dignity, I would suggest that the law is strewn with contextualized discussions of dignity that are appropriate to the elder law context. Should we choose to use these tools as relevant in a given circumstance, I suggest that we hasten elder law emerging as a more coherent area of law.
Canada used the "Red Ensign" as their flag from 1957 till 1965. The Canadian two dollar bill was discontinued in 1996 and if there was a flag on the back it would have been the Canadian flag. The Union Jack was still considered to be the official flag of Canada way back when, prior to the red maple leaf. The bill is a 2 dollar coin and the picture(s) are always changing and usually it's that of a bird or an animal, native to Canada. Here is the correct answer regarding the Canadian 2 dollar bill, which is authenticated by the Federal Government of Canada and The Bank of Canada. What country Oldest tricolour flag in the world? The Dutch tricolour flag is the oldest tricolour flag still in use. Do you use fossil fuels in Canada? Canadian law in most provinces evolved from British common law, so instead of directly owning land, Canadians have land tenure. That means they can only own an interest in an estate. It is administered on behalf of the Crown by various agencies or departments of the government of Canada. Of the land owned by the Queen, 50 percent is managed by the provincial government and the rest by the federal government. All of those lands are held as public (known as Crown Lands) and mainly used as national parks, forests, private homes, and for agriculture. According to the latest United Nations estimates, the current population of Canada is more than 37 million people. For more stories on economy & finance visit RT's business section. Canada's Quest for an Official Flag. Events leading up to the decision to adopt the Canadian maple leaf flag. In 1925, capitalizing on the patriotic fervour following the Allied victory in World War I, Liberal Prime Minister William Lyon Mackenzie King made his first attempt to adopt a national flag for Canada. It is a flag without a past, without history, without honour and without pride. (Source: I Stand for Canada: The Story of the Maple Leaf Flag).